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Background

Seasonal variation in glucose metabolism might be driven by changes in daylight. Melatonin
entrains circadian regulation and is directly associated with daylight. The relationship between
melatonin receptor 1B gene variants with glycemic traits and type 2 diabetes is well established. We
studied if daylight length was associated with glycemic traits and if it modified the relationship
between melatonin receptor 1B gene rs10830963 variant and glycemic traits.

Materials
A population-based sample of 3,422 18-78-year-old individuals without diabetes underwent an oral
glucose tolerance test twice, an average 6.8 years (Standard Deviation=0.9) apart and were
genotyped for rs10830963. Daylight data was obtained from the Finnish Meteorological Institute.

Results
Cross-sectionally, more daylight was associated with lower fasting glucose, but worse insulin
sensitivity and secretion at follow-up. Longitudinally, individuals studied on lighter days at followup than at baseline showed higher glucose values during the oral glucose tolerance test and lower
Corrected Insulin Response at follow-up. GG genotype carriers in the rs10830963 became more
insulin resistant during follow-up if daylight length was shorter at follow-up than at baseline.

Conclusions
Our study shows that individual glycemic profiles may vary according to daylight, MTNR1B
genotype and their interaction. Future studies may consider taking daylight length into account.
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Key messages:
• In Western Finland, the amount daylight follows an extensive annual variation ranging from 4h
44min to 20h 17min, making it ideal to study the associations between daylight and glycemic traits.
Moreover, this allows researchers to explore if the relationship between the melatonin receptor 1B
gene rs10830963 variant and glycemic traits is modified by the amount of daylight both crosssectionally and longitudinally.
• This study shows that individuals, who participated in the study on lighter days at the follow-up
than at the baseline, displayed to a greater extent worse glycemic profiles across the follow-up.
• Novel findings from the current study show that in the longitudinal analyses, each addition of the
minor G allele of the melatonin receptor 1B gene rs10830963 was associated with worsening of
fasting glucose values and insulin secretion across the 6.8-year follow-up.
• Importantly, this study shows that in those with the rs10830963 GG genotype, insulin sensitivity
deteriorated the most significantly across the 6.8-year follow-up if the daylight length on the oral
glucose tolerance testing date at the follow-up was shorter than at the baseline.
• Taken together, the current findings suggest that the amount of daylight may affect glycemic
traits, especially fasting glucose and insulin secretion even though the effect size is small. The
association can very according to the rs10830963 risk variant. Further research is needed to
elucidate the mechanisms behind these associations.
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Introduction
There is evidence that exposure to daylight and its seasonal variation affect glucose metabolism.
Higher exposure to daylight is associated with decreased risk of type 2 diabetes (T2D), [1], and
during summer people have been reported to have better glycemic profile, lower fasting glucose and
HbA1c as well as lower body mass index (BMI) [2–4]. This has been ascribed to an association
between daylight and insulin sensitivity but data showing this association are scarce and previous
findings have been inconsistent [5,6]. Environmental light controls the internal timing system or
circadian rhythm, which could affect glucose metabolism. This timing is disturbed in night-shift
workers who have consistently been shown to be at higher risk of developing T2D [7–10].

Melatonin secretion is influenced by circadian changes of the 24-hour night and day cycle with the
secretion being inversely related to environmental light [35]. This results in the highest melatonin
levels during the night-time, signaling biological night to the body. At the same time, insulin
secretion is decreased at night [12], thus following the opposite circadian pattern to melatonin
secretion. Furthermore, it has been proposed that insulin secretion rhythm might be modulated by
melatonin [13]. In previous studies, melatonin concentrations have been associated with glucose
tolerance, insulin secretion, insulin sensitivity as well as with T2D [15–17]. Experimental studies
showing impaired glucose tolerance after acute [14] or longer duration [38] melatonin
administration lend further support to this view.

Melatonin receptors MTNR1B and MTNR1A are expressed in various tissues such as the brain,
especially in the suprachiasmatic nucleus, and retina, but also in pancreatic α- and β-cells [18].
Melatonin Receptor 1B gene (MTNR1B) encodes one of the two high affinity forms of melatonin
receptors - MTNR1B. Genome-wide association studies have shown that the minor allele G of the
MTNR1B rs10830963 variant is associated with increased fasting glucose levels and both decreased
early insulin response and decreased insulin sensitivity resulting in increased risk of T2D [19–23,
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38]. On the other hand, treatment with melatonin has been shown to lead to a decrease in insulin
secretion but increase in insulin sensitivity [38]. MTNR1B rs10830963 has been proved to be the
causal variant on T2D in functional studies [24].

Hence, both daylight exposure and genetic variation in the MTNR1B gene can influence the
peripheral effects of melatonin and thus affect glucose metabolism. However, interaction between
these factors has received little research attention.

We are aware of only one study investigating whether the effect of circadian regulating loci is
season-dependent on glucose metabolism. The GLACIER study reported higher fasting glucose
values during the dark season compared with the light season at baseline visit, but this finding was
not seen a decade later [25]. Furthermore, they categorized the year into two seasons, dark versus
light, and showed that the minor allele G of rs10830963 was associated with lower 2h glucose
levels during dark season at baseline visit and during both dark and light seasons at follow-up [25].

Against this background, we examined in a prospective population-based cohort of adults followed
up for 6.8 years who reside in Western Finland (Bothnia, Österbotten) with annual daylight time
ranging from 4h 44min to 20h 17min (a) if the amount of daylight on the testing day and MTNR1B
rs10830963 variant were associated with glycemic traits in cross-sectional and longitudinal
analyses, and (b) if the amount of daylight modified the association of the MTNR1B rs10830963
variant with glycemic traits.
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Materials
Study design and participants
The Prevalence, Prediction and Prevention of T2D (PPP-Botnia) study is a population-based study
in the Botnia region of Western Finland. The PPP-Botnia study has been described in detail
elsewhere [26,27]. In brief, 5,208 (54.7%; 2,443 men and 2,765 women) 18-78 year-old individuals
randomly drawn from the Population Registry participated in the baseline study in 2004-2008
(Table 1), and 3,850 (73.9%) participated an average 6.8 (SD=0.9; range 3-13) years later in the
follow-up study in 2010-2015.
For the present study, we included 3,422 individuals with data for the oral glucose tolerance test
(OGTT) both at baseline and at follow-up, and genotype data for MTNR1B rs10830963, and who
did not have diabetes at baseline. This subgroup did not differ from the whole baseline cohort,
except that they had lower 120 min and Area Under the Curve (AUC) for glucose, smoked less
often and used more alcohol (Table 1).
All participants gave a written informed consent, and the study protocol was approved by the Ethics
Committee of the Helsinki University Central Hospital.
Glycemic traits
The subjects participated in an OGTT by ingesting 75 g of glucose after a 10-12-h overnight fast
both at baseline and at follow-up. During the OGTT, venous-samples for glucose and insulin were
drawn at 0, 30 and 120 min. Plasma fasting glucose (FPG) was measured with a glucose
dehydrogenase method (HemoCue, Ängelholm, Sweden) and serum insulin by a
fluoroimmunoassay (Delphia; Perkin-Elmer Finland, Turku, Finland).
Homeostatic Model Assessment for Insulin Resistance (HOMA-IR) [28], Insulin Sensitivity Index
(ISI) [29] were used as indices of insulin resistance and Corrected Insulin Response (CIR) [30],
Disposition Index (DI) [31] as indices of insulin secretion. The following formulas were used to
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calculate these indices: HOMA-IR = Fasting insulin [mU/l] × fasting glucose [mmol/l]/22.5;
ISI=10000/√ (fasting glucose [mmol/l] × fasting insulin [mU/l]) × (mean OGTT glucose [mmol/l] ×
mean OGTT insulin [mU/l]); CIR= (100 × insulin [mU/l] at 30 min) / ((glucose [mmol/l] at 30
min)×(glucose [mmol/l] at 30 min–3.89 mmol/l)); DI = CIR × ISI. AUC for Insulin and Glucose
were calculated as follows: AUC insulin = 15× fasting insulin [mU/l] +15 × insulin [mU/l] at 30
min +45× insulin [mU/l] at 30 min +45× insulin [mU/l] at 120 min; AUC glucose = 15× fasting
glucose +15× glucose [mmol/l] at 30 min +45× glucose [mmol/l] at 30 min +45× glucose [mmol/l]
at 120 min.
Daylight
Daylight information was provided by the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) Climate Service
for Seinäjoki Pelmaa, which is the closest meteorological station to the PPP-Botnia study centers in
Närpiö, Maalahti, Mustasaari, Vaasa and Pietarsaari. The average distance between Seinäjoki
Pelmaa and the study centers is about 71 km (53 km to Vaasa and 97 km to Pietarsaari. Daylight
(day length in hours) from the meteorological station was linked to the baseline and follow-up study
dates. The mean daylight time at the baseline visit was 11.00 (SD=4.51; range 4.73-20.28 hours)
and at the 6.8-year follow-up 11.79 (SD=4.56; range 4.73-20.28 hours) hours.
Genotyping of MTNR1B rs10830963
Genotyping of MTNR1B rs10830963 was performed either by mass spectrometry on the
MassARRAY platform or by allelic discrimination method with a TaqMan assay on the ABI7900
platform with a genotyping success rate of >95%, as described in detail elsewhere [20]. In the
analytic sample, the minor allele frequency was 0.30 and there was no deviation from the HardyWeinberg equilibrium (p=.70).
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Covariates
In cross-sectional analysis covariates were sex, age (years) and body mass index (BMI; kg/m2) as
calculated from measured weight (kg) and height (m), self-reported educational attainment (basic or
less or missing; upper secondary school; lower tertiary school; upper tertiary school), reported current
smoking status (yes vs. no or former), alcohol consumption (doses/week; 1 dose=12 grams of pure
alcohol), and physical activity (yes if over 30 minutes of physical activity was performed three or
more times per week vs. no if they performed less or no activity). Additionally, insomnia symptoms
were treated as a covariate, and in further sensitivity analyses participants who reported a physiciandiagnosed sleep apnea (n=195) were excluded.
The longitudinal analyses were adjusted for baseline glycemic trait values, sex, age, BMI and
change from baseline to follow-up in age, BMI and additionally for smoking, alcohol consumption
and physical activity at both visits. Of note, we did not have educational attainment, insomnia and
sleep apnea measurements at follow-up. Hence, the follow-up cross-sectional and longitudinal
analyses used the baseline values of these variables as covariates.
Statistical analysis
IBM SPSS version 23.0 was used for data analysis (www.ibm.com/spss/). We used multiple linear
regressions to test if daylight and rs10830963 (assuming additive genetic model in all analyses)
were associated with glycemic traits cross-sectionally both at baseline and at follow-up. To test if
daylight moderated the association of rs10830963 and glycemic traits, we added an interaction term
daylight x rs10830963 into the linear regression model following the main effects of these
variables.
We also used multiple linear regression analyses to study if change in the amount of daylight
available at the dates of baseline and follow-up testing (amount of daylight at the date of baseline
testing was subtracted from the respective of the follow-up testing), rs10830963 (assuming additive
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genetic model), or their interaction, were associated with change in glycemic traits between baseline
and follow-up (baseline glycemic trait value was subtracted from the respective follow-up value).
The analyses of change were adjusted for the baseline value of the outcome variable. However, we
conducted these analyses also without adjusting for the baseline value. Skewed variables were logtransformed where appropriate, and daylight, daylight change, glycemic traits, and glycemic trait
change variables were standardized to the mean of 0 and SD of 1 to facilitate interpretation.
The alpha level of 0.05 was set to define statistical significance.
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Results
Characteristics of the study cohort are presented in Table 1. Overall, during the mean follow-up of
6.8 (SD=0.9) years the participants’ mean BMI increased and they exercised less, their mean
glucose and insulin concentrations increased, and their insulin sensitivity (HOMA-IR and ISI) and
insulin secretion (CIR and DI) deteriorated. On the other hand, they smoked less and used less
alcohol. Overall, the follow-up visits were conducted on dates with more daylight compared to the
baseline (mean difference 52 min, SD=6.5).

CROSS-SECTIONAL ANALYSES
Daylight and glycemic traits at the baseline and at the follow-up
The average amount of daylight was 11.0 hours (SD=4.4) at the baseline and 11.8 hours (SD=4.6)
at the follow-up visit. At the follow-up, the amount of daylight was inversely related to FPG (Table
2). However, it was positively related to glucose AUC during OGTT, fasting insulin and HOMA-IR
and inversely to ISI suggesting deterioration of insulin sensitivity. Furthermore, it was inversely
related to the measures of insulin secretion, DI and CIR. Except for fasting glucose levels, similar
effects were seen at baseline but these were not statistically significant. The analyses were adjusted
for sex, age, BMI, baseline education and lifestyle factors. Taken together, in the cross-sectional
analysis more daylight was associated with better FPG, but worse insulin sensitivity and insulin
secretion resulting in a higher glucose response during OGTT (Table 2).

MTNR1B rs10830963 and glycemic traits at the baseline and at the follow-up
Addition of each G allele of the rs10830963 was associated with higher FPG and glucose AUC and
with lower DI and CIR at baseline and at follow-up (Table 3). In addition, at baseline, each G allele
of the rs10830963 was nominally positively associated with HOMA-IR and inversely with ISI, but
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these associations were not significant after further adjustments for education and lifestyle factors
and could not be seen at the follow-up visit.

Interactions between daylight and rs10830963 in the analyses of glycemic traits
The SNP rs10830963 did not significantly interact with daylight neither at baseline nor at follow-up
in the analysis of glycemic traits (Supplemental Table 1).

LONGITUDINAL ANALYSES
Associations between the change in daylight and change in glycemic traits between the
baseline and the follow-up
Those who underwent OGTT on days with more daylight available at the follow-up than at the
baseline, showed higher increase in AUC for glucose and decrease in CIR (Table 2). Besides this,
there were no other significant associations between the change in daylight and change in fasting
state values and glycemic traits between the visits.

MTNR1B rs10830963 and change in glycemic traits between the baseline and the follow-up
Longitudinally, each G allele was associated with an increase in FPG and with a decrease in DI and
CIR between baseline and follow-up but not with changes in HOMA-IR or ISI (Table 3). In
addition, each G allele was associated with decrease in insulin AUC, but this association did not
remain significant after further adjusting for educational attainment and lifestyle factors.

Interactions between the change in daylight and rs10830963 and change in glycemic traits
between the baseline and the follow-up
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Figure 1 shows that the interaction of rs10830963 and change in daylight between the visits had a
significant effect on the change between baseline and follow-up in fasting insulin and HOMA-IR
values. To illustrate these interactions, we stratified the participants into tertiles according to change
in daylight between baseline and follow-up: tertile 1 - less daylight at follow-up than at the baseline
(-15h to -2h difference), tertile 2 - no or small difference in daylight between the testing days (-1h
to 4h difference), and tertile 3 - more daylight at follow-up than at baseline (5h to 15h difference).
In carriers of CC or CG genotypes, change in fasting insulin and HOMA-IR was independent of
changes in daylight (Figure 1) whereas homozygous GG carriers became more insulin resistant
(higher fasting insulin and HOMA-IR) at the follow-up if the daylight length got shorter. The
interactions on change in fasting insulin and HOMA-IR did not change, if the data were not
adjusted for baseline values, and they remained significant also in models adjusted for insomnia and
participants with physician-diagnosed sleep apnea were excluded from the analyses (data not
shown).
Furthermore, all the previously reported associations remained unchanged across both crosssectional and longitudinal analyses when we made further adjustments for insomnia, and when we
excluded participants who reported having a physician-diagnosed sleep apnea from the analyses
(data not shown).
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Discussion
The main findings of our study, conducted in a large, prospective population-based sample of
individuals residing in Western Finland, are the following. First, our cross-sectional findings
showed that individuals who were tested during the lighter days of the year, had lower FPG but
worse insulin and glucose response to OGTT (higher glucose AUC, lower DI and CIR; higher
HOMA-IR, lower ISI in fully adjusted models). Second, our findings replicate previous findings
showing that each risk G allele of the MTNR1B rs10830963 was associated with higher FPG and
reduced insulin secretion during OGTT (higher glucose AUC, lower DI and CIR). Thus, our results
indicate the deleterious effect of MTNR1B rs10830963 risk allele G on insulin secretion that affects
glucose tolerance.
We also analyzed the glycemic response in relation to the amount of daylight on two separate
OGTT’s in the same individuals approximately 6 years apart. In between the visits, the overall
insulin sensitivity and secretion deteriorated, which we took into account by adjusting for baseline
values and changes in the covariates between the visits. Similar to the cross-sectional analysis, the
longitudinal analyses showed that individuals who got tested on lighter days at the follow-up than at
baseline showed worsening of glucose response to OGTT (higher AUC glucose) and insulin
secretion (lower CIR) across the follow-up. The fasting glucose and insulin secretory response to
glucose (DI) were also somewhat lower, but this was not statistically significant. Also
longitudinally, each MTNR1B rs10830963 G allele was additively associated with worsening of
insulin and glucose response to OGTT across the follow-up (higher FPG, lower DI and CIR). These
findings were independent of sex, age, BMI, education and lifestyle and remained unchanged when
adjusted for self-reported insomnia and when participants with physician-diagnosed sleep apnea
were excluded.
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Our finding that a higher amount of daylight is associated with lower FPG is in line with results
from the GLACIER cohort from the Västerbotten region in Sweden which resides in a similar
latitude to the PPP-Botnia region - Umeå and Vaasa being only 140 km apart. The GLACIER study
showed that FPG values were lower during the spring/summer seasons compared with fall/winter
seasons [25]. Some other studies have also reported that FPG values are lower and impaired fasting
glucose is less prevalent during summer than during winter season [2,32,33]. However, there have
been studies which have shown no seasonal differences in FPG [5].
Our results and those reported previously [5,6] were less clear regarding insulin sensitivity. In our
cross-sectional analysis at follow-up, individuals who were tested during the lighter days of the year
were less insulin sensitive (higher fasting insulin levels and higher HOMA-IR, lower ISI), but when
individual changes in insulin sensitivity were analyzed according to the change in daylight, no
effect was found in the longitudinal analysis. Also previous studies have been divided and reports
include both increased and decreased insulin sensitivity in summer compared with winter [5,6, 34].
Furthermore, in our study, the risk genotype GG of MTNR1B rs10830963 was not associated with
insulin sensitivity either cross-sectionally or longitudinally.
In our study, the lower FPG on lighter days was accompanied with worse insulin and glucose
response to OGTT (higher glucose AUC, lower DI and CIR), which is in contrast to earlier studies,
including the GLACIER, reporting no seasonal differences in 2h glucose levels during an OGTT
[5,25]. However, further studies using more detailed measures on the daylight exposure (such as
self-reported recreational exposure to daylight - sunbathing), which the amount of daylight or
season do not directly capture, are needed.
In addition to the main effects of daylight and the MTNR1B rs10830963 genotype, our study
showed in longitudinal analyses that their interaction was associated with glycemic profiles.
Interestingly, this interaction showed that rs10830963 GG carriers became more insulin resistant if
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the OGTT was carried out on days with less daylight available in follow-up than at baseline. This is
in contrast with findings from the GLACIER study which showed the lowest 2h glucose
concentrations during the dark season in individuals with the GG genotype [25]. However, this
interaction finding was not replicated in the GLACIER study follow-up conducted a decade later
[25].
Both biological and behavioral factors may influence these associations. Lower melatonin secretion
has been independently associated with a higher risk of developing T2D [17], whereas controversial
effects (both inhibitory and stimulatory) have been reported on insulin secretion [36,37]. This
explanation may, however, not hold true for MTNR1B rs10830963 GG genotype carriers. They have
been shown to be more sensitive to melatonin and exhibit greater melatonin signaling in pancreatic
islet cells [38]. Hence, higher melatonin production during darker days may make the GG genotype
carriers of the rs10830963 more prone to glucose intolerance.
It is also possible that one must have an underlying susceptibility to disturbances in glucose
metabolism before the potential effect of melatonin on glycemic traits can be detected. For example,
in a study in rats, it was found that only those at risk of T2D (diabetes-prone human islet amyloid
polypeptide transgenic rats), but not wild-type rats, had disruptions in circadian rhythm followed by
an experimental dark-light cycle disruption [39].
Seasonal effects in glycemic traits could potentially arise from other factors in addition to the
amount of daylight such as the changes in temperature that could have an effect on caloric intake
and physical activity [3]. Additionally, the feeding-fasting cycle could play a critical role in the
circadian rhythm of metabolic processes as the dominant environmental cue [40]. For example shift
workers, who are exposed to light at night, have been consistently shown to have worse metabolic
profiles, higher BMI and are at increased risk of T2D [7,8,41]. Moreover, seasonal variation in diet
along with caloric intake, as well as exercise may have an effect.
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A strength of our study is its population-based longitudinal design, and data on the amount of
daylight available both at baseline and follow-up derived from a meteorological station near PPPBotnia study centers, and the large variation in the amount of daylight available at these latitudes.
Our study also provides state-of-the-art measures on glycemic traits.
A limitation in our study is that we did not measure melatonin concentrations. However, a single
point fasting melatonin value as a measure of its circadian exposure might be misleading on the
variation in glucose metabolism. While seasonal concentrations of melatonin should be explored
further, glucose metabolism is not only dependent on melatonin concentration but also on response
to melatonin. A recent study has shown that in MTNR1B risk variant carriers, the duration of
melatonin production is prolonged into the morning; risk variant carriers have later melatonin offset
and a longer duration of elevated melatonin levels [42]. In a subset of the PPP-Botnia study,
however, there was no difference between the morning melatonin concentrations between carriers
of the different rs10830963 genotypes [38].
Another limitation is that we do not have data on shift work, but shift work is rare in the study
region and none of the participants had worked during the two nights preceding the OGTT. Data on
sleep duration was available in only a subset of the cohort [43] but we were able to account for selfreported insomnia and exclude individuals who reported a physician-diagnosis of sleep apnea which
did not change our findings. Nevertheless, future studies are needed to determine the role of sleep
on these associations. There was also a lack of data on educational attainment at the follow-up, but
that is not likely to change the results as the baseline information was available and used as a
covariate in the analyses. Finally, our sample comprised white Caucasians and can therefore not be
generalized to other ethnic populations. We propose that further research should be designed so that
there is a shorter time period between testing dates than in our study, using data from consecutive
seasons when the effect of daylight on glycemic traits can be estimated more accurately.
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Taken together, our findings suggest that future studies on glycemic traits may consider taking into
account the length of daylight exposure on the testing day, even though the effect of daylight on
glycemic traits is small in effect size.
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Figure 1. Change between follow-up and baseline visits in fasting insulin (panel A), HOMA-IR
(panel B) according to the daylight and the MTRN1B rs10830963 genotype.
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Table 1. Sample characteristics
Variable

Whole sample at
baseline N (%) or
Mean (SD)

Sex
men
2253 (46.1%)
women
2631 (53.9%)
Age (years)
48.75 (15.56)
BMI (kg/m2)
26.28 (4.30)
S-insulin
(mmol/l)
fasting
6.72 (5.78)
30 min
59.27 (37.63)
120 min
32.93 (33.49)
1
AUC
5147.85 (3309.31)
P-glucose(mU/l)
fasting
5.27 (0.56)
30 min
8.28 (1.62)
120 min
5.23 (1.57)
AUC1
811.08 (142.29)
Insulin sensitivity
HOMA-IR
1.61 (1.73)
ISI
9.25 (5.63)
Insulin secretion
DI
1782.27 (2331.73)
CIR
195.17 (180.35)
Daylight
Average day
10.97 (4.42)
length in hours
Smoking
no or former
yes
Alcohol consumption (doses/week)
none
1-4
5-10
>10
Education
basic or less or
1366 (28.9%)
missing
upper secondary
1861 (39.3%)
lower tertiary
757 (16.0%)
upper tertiary
750 (15.8%)
Exercise
no (less than 3
2145 (44.9%)
times a week)
yes (equal or
2636 (55.1%)
more than 3
times a week)

P whole
sample
vs
analytic
sample
at
baseline

Analytic sample
baseline visit
N (%) or Mean
(SD)

Analytic sample
follow-up
N (%) or Mean
(SD)

1577 (46.1%)
1845 (53.9%)
55.26 (14.60)
26.78 (4.37)

P whole Analytic sample
P
sample at change over time analytic
baseline Mean difference sample
vs
(SD) or %
change
analytic
over
sample at
time
follow-up
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
6.29 (0.98)
NA
<.001
0.54 (2.04)
<.001

NA
.616

1577 (46.1%)
1845 (53.9%)
48.97 (14.71)
26.24 (4.20)

.811
.316
.234
.227

6.66 (5.71)
58.62 (37.73)
32.04 (32.45)
5078.44 (3242.26)

7.66 (5.76)
67.84 (47.31)
39.05 (44.51)
5968.86 (4294.92)

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

1.13 (4.56)
9.00 (34.34)
6.22 (29.42)
848.71 (2857.26)

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

.782
.214
.042
.048

5.27 (0.56)
8.24 (1.60)
5.18 (1.53)
806.32 (138.52)

5.39 (0.73)
8.45 (1.73)
5.55 (1.99)
837.47 (171.79)

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

0.11 (0.67)
0.20 (1.54)
0.36 (1.73)
29.85 (140.48)

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

.853
.257

1.60 (1.82)
9.36 (5.77)

1.89 (1.66)
8.18 (5.58)

<.001
<.001

0.33 (1.24)
-1.21 (4.76)

<.001
<.001

.784

1771.09 (2292.83)

1664.44 (2390.74)

<.001

<.001

.571

193.31 (171.82)

213.07 (279.80)

<.001

-117.83
(2745.67)
20.89 (181.57)

.366

10.95 (4.40)

11.81 (4.56)

<.001

0.85 (6.50)

<.001

.046

<.001
2880 (86.7%)
442 (13.3%)

2990 (90.0%)
332 (10.0%)

228 (9.0%)
1446 (57.1%)
563 (22.2%)
294 (11.6%)

401 (14.7%)
1558 (57.2%)
545 (20.0%)
221 (8.1%)

<.001

<.001

<.001

.155

<.001
5.7%
0.1%
-2.2%
-3.5%

NA
897 (26.9%)

NA

1381 (41.5%)
516 (15.5%)
537 (16.1%)

NA
NA
NA
<.001

.987

<.001

<.001

1452 (44.9%)

1590 (49.1%)

4.2%

1783 (55.1%)

1645 (50.9%)

-4,2%
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MTNR1B rs10830963
CC
2227 (48.4%)
CG
1911 (41.6%)
GG
460 (10.0%)
1
Area Under the Curve

.566

1694 (49.5%)
1402 (41.0%)
325 (9.5%)

1694 (49.5%)
1402 (41.0%)
325 (9.5%)

NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
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Table 2. Associations between amount of daylight and glycemic
traits
Baseline*
Outcome
B (95% CI)
P1
B (95% CI)
P2
Glucose
Fasting
.026 (-.007; .060)
.122
.022 (-.013; .057)
.224
AUC
.030 (-.003; .062)
.071
.030 (-.004; .064)
.086
Insulin
Fasting
.022 (-.008; .052)
.153
.022 (-.010; .054)
.171
AUC
.002 (-.030; .035)
.881
.000 (-.034; .034)
.999
Insulin sensitivity
HOMA
.026 (-.004; .056)
.095
.025 (-.007; .056)
.122
ISI
-.015 (-.046; .016)
.341
-.013 (-.046; .019)
.414
Insulin secretion
DI
-.028 (-.062; .005)
.096
-.033 (-.068; .002)
.062
CIR
-.018 (-.052; .017)
.309
-.023 (-.059; .013)
.202
Follow-up*
Outcome
B (95% CI)
P1
B (95% CI)
P2
Glucose
Fasting
-.069 (-.101; -.037) <.001 -.069 (-.103; -.035) <.001
AUC
.053 (.022; .084)
.001
.061 (.029; .094)
<.001
Insulin
Fasting
.045 (.016; .073)
.002
.048 (.018; .078)
.002
AUC
.007 (-.024; .038)
.645
.010 (-.022; .043)
.527
Insulin sensitivity
HOMA
.028 (.000; .056)
.052
.031 (.001; .0061)
.043
ISI
-.023 (-.051; .006)
.124
-.027 (-.057; .004)
<.001
Insulin secretion
DI
-.048 (-.080; -.015)
.004
-.052 (-.086; -.018)
.003
CIR
-.040 (-.073; -.006)
.021
-.040 (-.076; -.005)
.024
Change (follow-up – baseline)* †
Outcome
B (95% CI)
P1
B (95% CI)
P2
Glucose
Fasting
-.017 (-.047; .012)
.253
-.027 (-.058; .005)
.094
AUC
.068 (.036; .099)
<.001
.062 (.030; .095)
.000
Insulin
Fasting
.000 (-.030; .031)
.997
-.002 (-.034; .029)
.880
AUC
-.010 (-.042; .021)
.519
-.012 (-.045; .022)
.500
Insulin sensitivity
HOMA
-.002 (-.033; .029)
.897
-.004 (-.036; .029)
.818
ISI
-.024 (-.053; .005)
.104
-.021 (-.051; .010)
.185
Insulin secretion
DI
-.030 (-.064; .003)
.071
-.033 (-.069; .004)
.077
CIR
-.037 (-.071; -.003)
.031
-.039 (-.075; -.004)
.030
P1 – linear regression models are adjusted for sex, age, body mass index.
Change models are adjusted for sex, baseline age and body mass index, change
between baseline and follow-up in age and body mass index.
P2 – linear regression models are adjusted for sex, age, body mass index,
smoking, alcohol use, physical activity at respective visit(s), and education at
baseline. Change models are adjusted for sex, baseline age, body mass index
and education and change between baseline and follow-up in age and body
mass index and smoking, alcohol use and physical activity at both visits.
* 1SD compares to 4.50 hours in day length at baseline visit and 4.56 hours at
follow-up and 6.50 hours in change in day length.
† change in glycemic traits is predicted by change in daylight between baseline
and follow-up
B refers to one SD unit change in outcome per one SD unit change in daylight
as a predictor.
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Table 3. Associations between MTNR1B rs10830963
genotype and glycemic traits (additive model)
Baseline
Outcome
B (95% CI)
P1
B (95% CI)
P2
Glucose
Fasting
.221 (.171; .271) <.001
.216 (.163; .269)
<.001
AUC
.199 (.151; .247) <.001
.207 (.157; .258)
<.001
Insulin
Fasting
.009 (-.037; .055)
.698
-.015 (-.063; .032)
.528
AUC
-.017 (-.067; .032) .503
-.017 (-.069; .034)
.510
Insulin sensitivity
HOMA
.046 (.000; .091)
.050
.022 (-.026; .069)
.377
ISI
-.047 (-.093; .000) .050
-.032 (-.081; .017)
.199
Insulin secretion
DI
-.248 (-.298; -.199) <.001 -.247 (-.299; -.195) <.001
CIR
-.224 (-.275; -.173) <.001 -.233 (-.287; -.179) <.001
Follow-up
Outcome
B (95% CI)
P1
B (95% CI)
P2
Glucose
Fasting
.173 (.124; .221) <.001
.158 (.107; .208)
<.001
AUC
.123 (.076; .170) <.001
.121 (.072; .171)
<.001
Insulin
Fasting
.008 (-.036; .051)
.723
.009 (-.037; .055)
.698
AUC
-.043 (-.090; .004) .073
-.038 (-.087; .012)
.134
Insulin sensitivity
HOMA
.041 (-.002; .084)
.063
.039 (-.006; .084)
.091
ISI
-.018 (-.062; .025) .397
-.022 (-.068; .024)
.358
Insulin secretion
DI
-.192 (-.241; -.144) <.001 -.187 (-.238; -.136) <.001
CIR
-.213 (-.253; -.152) <.001 -.194 (-.247; -.141) <.001
Change (follow-up – baseline)
Outcome
B (95% CI)
P1
B (95% CI)
P2
Glucose
Fasting
.088 (.043; .134) <.001
.083 (.036; .131)
.001
AUC
.019 (-.029; .067)
.438
.017 (-.033; .067)
.495
Insulin
Fasting
-.001 (-.047; .045) .970
.003 (-.045; .051)
.893
AUC
-.054 (-.103; -.006) .027
-.048 (-.099; .003)
.066
Insulin sensitivity
HOMA
.010 (-.037; .057)
.690
.016 (-.033; .065)
.519
ISI
-.008 (-.053; .036) .712
-.012 (-.058; .035)
.625
Insulin secretion
DI
-.063 (-.114; -.012) .016
-.059 (-.115; -.003)
.038
CIR
-.070 (-.122; -.108) .008
-.056 (-.111; -.002)
.042
P1 – linear regression models are adjusted for sex, age, body mass index.
Change models were adjusted for sex, baseline body mass index, body
mass index change, age at baseline, change in age.
P2 – linear regression models are adjusted for sex, age, body mass index,
smoking, alcohol use, physical activity at respective visit(s), and
education at baseline. Change models are adjusted for sex, baseline age,
body mass index and education and change between baseline and followup in age and body mass index and smoking, alcohol use and physical
activity at both visits.

